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ABSTRACT
Recordings of aircraft landing operations have been analyzed to obtain directivity
and spectral characteristics of the noise emitted during landing with thrust reversers
engaged. The recordings were made with a widely spaced microphone array positioned
near and parallel to the 19R runway at Washington-Dulles International Airport in
October 2004. In addition, a video camera was used to obtain positional data of the
aircraft. The video is analyzed to determine the aircraft’s position and velocity as it
progresses down the runway, and this position data is synchronized with the recordings.
Valid acoustic data is identified by comparing it to a noise floor; then the valid data is
corrected for spherical spreading, atmospheric absorption, and Doppler shift; spectral
analysis is performed; and the results are combined to establish a directivity pattern. The
resulting source characteristic may be used in noise modeling software to produce more
accurate predictions of community noise impacts of airport operations. Aircraft types
studied were Airbus 319, 320, 330, and 340; Boeing 737, 747, 757, 767, and 777;
McDonnell-Douglas MD-80; and Bombardier CL-600. The source noise directivities for
these aircraft were found to be nearly omnidirectional, in contrast the strong directivity of
aircraft in forward-thrust operation. Spectral content was found to be dominated by low
frequencies forward and aft of the aircraft, with more uniform spectra to the side of the
aircraft.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Introduction
The purpose this thesis is the characterization of thrust reverser noise from
commercial aircraft while landing. Audio and video data recorded alongside runway 19R
at Washington-Dulles International Airport during an October 2004 field study were
analyzed to determine source spectral level and directivity characteristics for several
types of commercial aircraft. These results can potentially lead to improved prediction
and analysis of noise in communities near airports.
The accurate modeling of transportation noise sources is of great importance in
community planning. Models can be used to assess the current impact of noise sources
on a community and study how changes to the source might alter that impact. Aviation
noise is a critical issue for airports and the communities that surround them. Noise
modeling plays a central role in assuring that land use around airports is mutually
compatible with the interests and needs of communities and airports. To this end, these
models continue to be refined. Airports routinely use these models, particularly the
Integrated Noise Model (INM) [1], as they adjust to increasing air traffic demands as well
as more dense development near airports and greater noise sensitivity of residents. The
models can be used to predict the noise exposure caused by the addition of a runway, for
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example, or to assess how changes in scheduling or flight paths can help reduce the noise
exposure in a neighborhood.
Such models, however sophisticated their calculation algorithms, are only as good
as the source data that are the input for these algorithms. The input data used by INM are
the Noise-Power-Distance (NPD) curves supplied by aircraft manufacturers, based on
data measured as part of the aircraft certification process. These measurements, specified
in the SAE standard 1845 [2], are performed as the aircraft flies over noise measurement
instrumentation on a straight, level path at a height of 305 m (1000 ft) using a range of
engine thrust levels. NPD data are tabulated for 10 distances from 200 ft to 25,000 ft.
The utility of such measurements is certainly significant, but the data do not represent
every operating condition during a typical aircraft flight. For example, a curved flight
path (with corresponding banked attitude of the aircraft) could result in different noise
levels due to variation in directivity and duration of exposure from the conditions
assumed when measurements were made. Takeoff is another flight operation with
conditions that could result in noise profiles different from those provided in the NPD
curves. Acceleration, pitch, and ground proximity could all have effects that cannot be
predicted from the NPD data. Attempts to correct for possible discrepancies resulting
from these considerations are made in software by including typical directivity profiles
and by using reasonable acoustic corrections to the data.
A particular operation for which little measured noise data exists is aircraft
landing. Landings share many of the characteristics of takeoffs in terms of the deviation
from NPD measurement conditions (landing gear, ground proximity, changing velocity),
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with the added complication of the measures taken to decelerate the aircraft, namely the
reversal of jet thrust. The redirected flow of the jet due to thrust reversers could be
expected to alter at least the directivity, and perhaps spectrum and overall level, from the
values predicted by the engine thrust level alone.
Various studies [3, 4, 5] have provided measurements to address conditions not
directly measured during aircraft certification. These have dealt mainly with assessing
directivity and spectra of level flight, to complement the NPD data for these conditions;
or with start-of-takeoff-roll (SOTR). SOTR measurements can come closer than other
types of measurements to approximating controlled conditions with aircraft engaged in
actual operation. Typically for such measurements, microphones are placed in an arc
behind the start of the runway. Aircraft preparing for takeoff will taxi into a predicable
position, and will hold that position (by applying brakes) as the engines are brought to a
high thrust level. Thus level and directivity can be measured with the aircraft in a known
position, and with engine thrust near maximum.
The literature is exceedingly sparse, however, regarding landing noise. The
landing portion of a flight is likely significant in terms of the overall noise impact of the
flight, given the proximity of the aircraft to inhabited areas, as well as the high thrust
level during the reverse-thrust portion of the landing. INM takes this segment of the
flight into account by using modifications of the forward-thrust, overflight NPD data. It
is worth investigating whether these approximations accurately represent the (possibly)
unique character of actual landing noise.
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The desire for accurate measurement data of actual aircraft landings was the
motivation for a study undertaken in October 2004 by a team from The Pennsylvania
State University. Microphones were placed adjacent to a landing runway at WashingtonDulles International Airport, and recordings were made over the course of several days
and dozens of aircraft landing events. These data were then used in an analysis of the
low-frequency content of takeoffs and landings, as well as the analysis described in this
thesis. This collection of data, representing several common commercial aircraft types
engaged in landing operations, is a potentially valuable resource for understanding the
noise characteristics of these aircraft under conditions commonly encountered but little
studied.

1.2 Analysis principles
The objective of this analysis is source noise characterization. The results are
presented as 1/3-octave band spectral directivities, normalized to a reference distance of
305 m (1000 ft) from the aircraft. Given this normalized source data, propagation may be
modeled as needed based on existing (or hypothetical) distances, atmospheric conditions,
etc. This approach is used in order to provide maximum flexibility to models using the
data. Rather than providing tables of data at specified distances, requiring interpolation
or extrapolation for distances not in the table, and not taking into account specific
atmospheric conditions, a source noise characteristic allows for propagation to be
modeled separately. The propagation modeling can be simple, including only spherical
spreading and atmospheric absorption, or more sophisticated, using such techniques as
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parabolic equation (PE) modeling to account for wind and temperature gradients, ground
absorption, terrain variations, etc.
This approach is consistent with that endorsed by the IMAGINE (Improved
Methods for the Assessment of the Generic Impact of Noise in the Environment) project
[6], which has developed new standard procedures for calculating the impact of noise
sources in the European Community (EC). These procedures are intended to be used by
EC member states for developing noise maps, as required by European Union directive
2002/49/EC. IMAGINE specifies a source-propagation-receiver model in which a
database of source noise characteristics is made available; this database is then used to
model propagation to a receiver; finally receiver metrics are calculated, using, e.g.,
perceptual weighting, time averaging, etc. IMAGINE is not unique in separating source
from propagation. Wyle Laboratories’ NMSim software [7], used extensively for
modeling noise impact of military aircraft, also takes this approach. The aircraft is
modeled as a “noise sphere” with three-dimensional directivity, and propagation models
are used to generate noise maps.
While the overall concept of this thesis is similar to that of IMAGINE, it should
be noted that the specific methods of IMAGINE have not been used for this study. In
particular, IMAGINE describes procedures for the measurement of noise that differ
significantly from the way data used for this thesis analysis were acquired. However, the
use of the source-propagation-receiver model by NMSim, and its adoption by IMAGINE,
support the validity of this concept as an alternative to the interpolation and extrapolation
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of NPD tables. For models using NPD, however, a combined source-propagation
calculation can generate synthetic NPD tables from the source data presented here.
Recent versions of INM (v. 6.0 and later) have the capability of using spectral
classes to supplement the NPD data. A spectral class is a grouping of aircraft with
similar spectra, and the corresponding spectrum is taken into account in the calculations
done by INM. This feature recognizes the importance of noise spectrum in assessing the
impact of noise exposure in terms of propagation effects (the frequency dependence of
atmospheric absorption, object screening, etc.), sound-structure interaction (structural
vibration induced by low-frequency sound), and perceptual characteristics (spectrumdependent perception of loudness, noisiness, etc.). With this in mind, the analysis in this
thesis includes thorough spectral analysis of the data. Complete third-octave spectra have
been calculated for each event, and levels for representative third-octave bands will be
presented.
In addition to spectrum, a second important property of source characterization is
directivity. The inherent directivity of jet engines means that both the level and the
quality of the noise are different depending on a receiver’s orientation with respect to the
aircraft. On takeoff, for example, the high thrust levels as well as the strong rearward
directivity of the jet noise mean that locations in the rear quadrant of a takeoff runway
will experience higher levels of noise than other locations at similar distances. As noted
previously, during landing the jet airflow is redirected by the thrust reversers, so even if
the forward-thrust directivity is known, this cannot necessarily be used to predict reversethrust directivity. A goal of this analysis is to determine whether a distinction exists
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between forward- and reverse-thrust directivity, and if so, what reverse-thrust directivity
looks like. This analysis is therefore designed to provide directivity profiles.
The low-frequency content of the noise is given particular attention. Lowfrequency sound energy experiences less attenuation due to atmospheric absorption,
barriers, terrain, etc., and thus affects a wider geographical area than do other parts of the
spectrum. Also, these frequencies have a greater ability to induce vibration in both
structures and in body cavities. Recognizing the importance of the lower part of the
spectrum, a separate analysis has been performed to address frequencies below the range
currently used by INM (50 Hz – 10 kHz). Unfortunately, the data available do not allow
calculation of directivity at low frequencies in as much detail as for high frequencies (for
reasons described in the data analysis chapter), but low-frequency fore and aft spectra
have been calculated.
The most general specification of directivity would provide relative levels for any
point on a sphere surrounding the aircraft. Thus, directivity is a function of lateral angle
(from forward to aft of the aircraft in the plane of the wings) and azimuthal angle (around
the aircraft’s nose-to-tail axis, in a 360˚ arc starting below the aircraft). With the data
available for this study, it has only been possible to address lateral directivity.
To summarize, a collection of audio and video recordings of aircraft landings has
been analyzed to provide a database of source noise levels, lateral directivity, and spectra.
These results, combined with propagation modeling, could serve as the input data for
future versions of INM, as INM is incorporated into the FAA’s Aviation Environmental
Design Tool (AEDT), a next-generation analysis tool for the combined analysis of noise
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and environmental impacts of aircraft. This study’s results can also be used directly in
source-propagation-receiver models such as NMSim or IMAGINE. The following
chapters describe the acquisition of the raw waveform data, the methods used to analyze
this data, and the results obtained for several common aircraft types.

Chapter 2
Background

2.1 Noise sources during landing
A landing aircraft is a complex acoustical source. Commercial jets can have 2, 3,
or 4 engines, either wing- or fuselage-mounted. The aircraft fuselage and wings scatter
the engine noise in a frequency-dependent manner. The air brakes deployed to slow the
aircraft do so by redirecting the airflow over the wings into a highly turbulent wake,
resulting in noise generation. The landing gear is not aerodynamically efficient, and
creates further turbulent flow. The tires rolling on the runway are another noise source.
The proximity of the ground, which acts as an acoustic reflector, causes frequencydependent interference of the direct and reflected sound waves.
Turning specifically to the noise sources in a low or high bypass jet engine,
consider the acoustic mechanisms of an engine in normal forward-thrust operation. The
fan blades are a periodic source, resulting in tonal noise. The rotating pressure field
generated by the fans interacts with the static struts in the engine, generating further tonal
components. The jet exhaust consists of two components: the core exhaust from the
combustion flow, and the bypass exhaust from the fans. These exit the engine at different
velocities, meaning that there are two shear layers in the exhaust flow, one at the
core/bypass interface and another at the bypass/ambient interface. Both of these
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interfaces result in turbulent flow, and this turbulence (and its ability to function as an
acoustic source) extends well behind the physical dimensions of the engine.
In reverse thrust, some or all of the engine airflow is redirected forward. In lowbypass-ratio engines with target-type thrust reversers (see Figure 2.1), all of the engine
exhaust is reflected forward by a shell-like structure. In a high-bypass-ratio engine with
cascade or crocodile type thrust reversers, the core jet is undisturbed but the bypass flow
is redirected out the sides of the engine nacelle, typically through a series of airfoilshaped vanes that preserve more of the laminar flow characteristic than do the target-type
devices.

Figure 2.1 - Clockwise from upper left: target, cascade, and crocodile type thrust
reversers
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Figure 2.2 shows the flow through an engine with cascade-type thrust reversers.
The bypass flow (blue) is entirely blocked by the blocker doors and redirected through
the cascade vanes. The turbine exhaust (red) is undisturbed. The crocodile thrust
reverser operates similarly, with bypass flow completely blocked, but redirected though a
set of doors as shown in Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.2 – Cascade thrust reverser (from [8]). Blue indicates bypass flow and red is
turbine exhaust flow
The altered airflow in reverse thrust complicates the acoustical characteristics of
the engine. The redirected air, rather than exiting the engine as a coherent exhaust jet, is
disrupted such that it is no longer flowing in a uniform direction, nor does it flow parallel
to the oncoming air. The flow is also more turbulent. While some engine noise sources
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are the same as for forward thrust – the fan blades, for example, and the core jet of a
high-bypass-ratio engine – the redirected flow is a complicating factor. These unique
characteristics of reverse-thrust noise are worth investigating in their own right.

2.2 Controlled studies
The literature on landing noise is quite sparse. In the early 1970’s, though, NASA
researchers carried out a series of acoustical studies [9], [10] on various types of thrust
reversers. These studies were performed on scaled models, with cold flow (i.e. forced
flow, not combustion exhaust), in a laboratory environment in which it was possible to
make detailed acoustic and performance-related measurements. Both target-type and
cascade thrust reversers were investigated.
Several important results can be noted from these studies. First, cascade-type
devices were found to be superior to target-type reversers in both performance and noise
characteristics. Reverse-thrust ratios (defined as the thrust generated by the engine in the
reverse direction divided by the forward thrust of the engine without thrust reverser, at
the same jet velocity) were approximately double – 0.7 vs. 0.35. Acoustic power level
(i.e. mean-square acoustic pressure) was found to be proportional to the 4 to 6th power
of jet velocity for the cascade reversers, depending on cascade area and pressure ratio
(ratio of jet pressure to ambient), whereas for target-type reversers, the level was
uniformly proportional to the 6th power of velocity.
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For both thrust-reverser types, it was found that levels were higher than for the jet
alone. The noise was nearly omnidirectional, with variations of 5 dB or less, compared to
the strong directivity of the forward-thrust jet.

2.3 MSP Expert Panel report
In 1998, the city of Richfield MN, along with the Metropolitan Airports
Commission (MAC) hired a panel of experts in aircraft noise to undertake a study of lowfrequency noise near the Minneapolis-St. Paul airport (MSP). This resulted in a 2000
report [11] by the panel dealing with a range of source types, effects, and mitigation of
low-frequency noise from MSP. One section of this report presents measurements of
reverse thrust performed at MSP as well as Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), and
uses these measurements to predict low-frequency noise contours due to the operation of
thrust reversers. Although the focus was on low-frequency noise (25 Hz – 80 Hz), some
findings were of more general interest. In particular, the panel found that noise levels
had negligible dependence on either engine type or thrust level, in contrast to the results
described in Section 2.2. The panel also found that low-frequency noise levels from
reverse thrust were comparable to those from takeoff, although there was a lack of
consensus on this point. However, there was agreement that reverse-thrust noise was a
significant component of overall low-frequency noise levels at MSP.
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2.4 Previous analysis of IAD data
As will be described in Chapter 3, the measurements upon which this thesis is
based have been the subject of previous studies investigating various physical and
psychoacoustic effects of aircraft noise. One of these studies [12] included an analysis of
the noise level and spectral characteristics of takeoffs and landings. The spectra during
reverse thrust were found to be similar to those of the takeoff operation, in that most of
the energy was contained in the lower frequencies (200 Hz and lower), although there
was somewhat more high-frequency content in the reverse-thrust spectra. Also, the
takeoff spectra included prominent tonal components that were less noticeable in the
reverse-thrust spectra.
Noise levels were found to correlate well with maximum thrust ratings of the
aircraft. Actual thrust levels were unavailable, so this correlation was done simply using
manufacturer’s data on the thrust rating of the aircraft’s engines. There were notable
exceptions to the correlation trend; namely, the noise levels of the Boeing 777 were lower
than would be expected from the correlation, and the Boeing 767’s levels were higher.
This present thesis expands these results, which focused on measuring overall
levels and spectra at the receiver and correlating these with aircraft characteristics such as
thrust and weight, by calculating spectra and directivity as emitted by the source.

Chapter 3
Experimental Setup

3.1 Motivation
In 2003 researchers at The Pennsylvania State University, along with teams from
Purdue University and the University of Central Florida, undertook a project, sponsored
by the Federal Aviation Administration, to address low-frequency aviation noise.
Specific topics of interest included low-frequency-induced rattle in residential structures,
and the low-frequency content of noise from start-of-takeoff roll (SOTR) and thrust
reverser (TR) operations. Experiments were designed to examine these issues, and in
October 2004 measurements were carried out at Washington Dulles International Airport
(IAD). Audio recordings of takeoff and landing noise were made alongside active
runways, as well as inside and outside residential structures near the runways. The
structures were also instrumented with accelerometers to assess noise-induced vibration.
Thus vibro-acoustic data exists for examining source acoustical characteristics, acoustic
propagation, acoustically-induced structural vibration, and acoustical transmission
through structures. Besides the current study, this data has been the subject of previous
analyses dealing with all of these phenomena, as well as their psychoacoustic effects [12,
13, 14, 15].
The focus of this thesis is the source characteristics of thrust-reverser noise, for
which only the runway microphone data were used. In addition to audio recordings,
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landing events were also recorded with a video camera both to identify individual aircraft
and to determine the position and speed of the aircraft as it moves down the runway.
Data from the residential structures were not used in this thesis. However, this data will
be used in a follow-on project that will use the results from this thesis to model thrust
reverser noise at one of the residences.

3.2 Audio measurements

Figure 3.1 – Microphone and camera locations
The data used in this thesis were all recorded along IAD runway 19R. Figure 3.1
shows the experimental setup along that runway. Eight measurement microphones
(G.R.A.S. ” 40AE, with G.R.A.S. 26CA preamplifiers) were used for the
measurements. The microphones were positioned along a line 63 m west of the runway
centerline. Seven of the microphones were placed at intervals of 152 m along the runway
(starting 609 meters from the landing threshold) at a height of 1.2 m. The eighth
microphone was placed in the same location as the center microphone, but at a height of
4.6 m. The microphones were connected with RG-60 cable to a TEAC GX-1 16-bit
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digital instrumentation data recorder sampling at 50 kS/s. The microphones have a
nominal sensitivity of 50 mV/Pa. ICP power was provided to the microphones and
preamps by the recorder, which was operated with a voltage gain of 10 and an
antialiasing filter at 20 kHz. The system was calibrated with a pistonphone calibrator
(GRAS 42AB, 114 dB at 1 kHz) at the beginning and end of each recording session,
which could last several hours.

3.3 Video measurements
A single digital video (DV) camcorder (Panasonic PV-GS9) was positioned on a
tripod 117 m from the runway centerline, near the midpoint of the microphone array. A
camera operator panned and zoomed the field of view throughout the landing event. The
camera operated at a frame rate of 30 frames/s. The video records were used to identify
the individual aircraft by the tail number, identify the type of thrust reverser, identify
when the thrust reverser mechanism was deployed and stowed, and determine the
location and speed of the aircraft as it moved down the runway. Determining the aircraft
location and speed from the video record represents a significant part of the analysis
presented in this thesis.

3.4 Observed fleet
Over 10 separate days, some 600 separate landing events were recorded with the
audio measurement system. On four separate days, the video camera was used to record
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94 separate events. Of these, 58 events were chosen for analysis in this study. Events
were chosen based on the existence of both audio and video data; the quality of the audio
recording (e.g., no clipping of the waveform); visibility of location references in the
video recording; the use of thrust reverser during landing; and a reasonable distribution of
events per aircraft type. These events include a dozen aircraft types from small
commuter jets to 4-engine wide body aircraft. Table 3.1 summarizes the events analyzed.
Since the tail numbers are known, it is possible to subdivide the events by aircraft
subtype, e.g. 737-322
Table 3.1 – Aircraft types
Manufacturer

Aircraft type

Number of events

Bombardier

CL 600

5

Airbus

319

4

Airbus

320

8

Airbus

330

6

Airbus

340

1

Boeing

737

6

Boeing

747

7

Boeing

757

3

Boeing

767

7

Boeing

777

9

McDonnell-Douglas

MD-80

2
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3.5 Thrust reverser types
The vast majority of aircraft were fitted with modern, high-bypass-ratio engines
with cascade thrust reversers. The MD-80 was the only example with low-bypass-ratio
engines with target-type thrust reversers. The engines of a few Airbus aircraft were
equipped with crocodile-type thrust reversers. Thrust reverser type is included in the
event listing in Appendix B. All aircraft had wing-mounted engines except for the
MD 80 and CL-600, which had fuselage-mounted engines.

Chapter 4
Position determination and data synchronization

4.1 Position reference points
The first step in creating a source noise profile for a landing event is to determine
the position and velocity of the aircraft as a function of time as it moves down the
runway. The position is used for calculating retarded time and spherical spreading, and
the velocity is needed for Doppler shift. The video record of the event, along with
geometric information about the aircraft and known reference objects on the ground,
allow a position curve to be determined.
In order to identify the aircraft’s position, it is necessary to identify a point of
reference on the aircraft and a series of reference points on the ground. The aircraft
reference point is the center of the engine nacelle opening (inboard engine for 4-engine
aircraft). For ground references, it was found that a set of runway lights to the side of the
runway were visible and sufficiently closely spaced to give adequate positional
resolution. Figure 4.1 shows two successive video frames just before and just after the
coincidence of the reference points. These frames also illustrate the positional resolution
of this technique; in the 1/30 s between frames, the aircraft has moved approximately
2 m.
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Figure 4.1 – Aircraft before and after reference coincidence
Figure 4.2 shows the aircraft at a later time, after it has passed the camera
position. In this case, the nacelle opening is not directly visible, and it is necessary to
estimate the best frame to use for timing the engine-light coincidence. Thus, there is
more positional error later in the event, but this is minimized by the slower velocity of the
aircraft later in the landing. While errors early in the event (due solely to the finite frame
rate) are approximately 2 m, errors toward the end of the event may approach 4 m.

Figure 4.2 – Reference coincidence: aft view
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The runway lights are spaced 63 m (200 ft) apart, and the aircraft passes 15-20 of
these (from the camera’s perspective), depending on how quickly it decelerates. Thus
there are 15-20 reference points on a typical position curve.

4.2 Position and velocity calculation
The desired relationship is the position of the center of the aircraft as a function of
time. It is therefore necessary to calculate where this position is on the runway when a
given coincidence of reference points occurs. Referring to Figure 4.3, given the locations
of the camera (xcam, ycam) and a given runway light (xlight, ylight), relative to the start of the
runway and the runway centerline, and the position of the engine nacelle opening relative
to the center of the aircraft (xnac, ynac), the position of the aircraft xac (assumed to be on
the runway centerline) is

x ac = x cam  (y cam  y nac )

x cam  x light
y cam  y light

 x nac .

(4.1)

The aircraft dimensions were obtained from drawings available from the manufacturers’
websites.
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Figure 4.3 – Geometry for position calculation. The camera is located at (xcam, ycam)
and the runway light is at (xlight, ylight). The light is aligned with the center of the engine
nacelle opening, which is located at (xcam, ycam) with respect to the center of the aircraft.
Knowledge of these quantities allows calculation of the aircraft’s position along the
runway, xac.
One value of xac is obtained for each recorded coincidence of the engine nacelle
and a runway light. These positions, and their corresponding times obtained from the
video clock, are fit to a 4th-order polynomial. This fit is used in subsequent calculations.
The polynomial order was chosen due to the changing acceleration of the aircraft as
thrust reversers are engaged and disengaged. Since acceleration is the second derivative
of position, and the second derivative of a 4th-order polynomial is a 2nd-order polynomial
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(parabola), this will qualitatively capture the increasing and decreasing acceleration.
Figure 4.4 shows an example of the observed data and fit.

Figure 4.4 – Position fit

4.3 Audio-video synchronization
The audio and video data were recorded with separate systems, so in order to
process the data correctly, it is necessary to determine and correct for any discrepancies
between the two system clocks. Analysis showed that the clock synchronization was not
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stable over long periods of time. Therefore, a method had to be devised to synchronize
the clocks on an event-by-event basis.
A first method of synchronizing the clocks was based on listening for a common,
reproducible event in both the audio recordings and the audio portion of the video camera
recordings. One such event was a noticeable, rapid change in the frequency of a tonal
component present in many of the events as the aircraft passed a particular location on
the runway. This shift was instantaneous, and could easily be localized to less than 0.1 s
on both the audio recording and the audio portion of the video recording. This timing
was determined aurally (i.e. by listening to the recordings), as the tonal component did
not stand out sufficiently from other noise components to be visible in a spectrogram. As
this shift happened with different aircraft types, and regardless of any state of the aircraft
engines (thrust reverser engagement/disengagement, for example), it was apparent that
this tonal shift was due not to the aircraft alone but to an interaction of the aircraft with
the runway. Since the time of this shift could be clearly identified in both recording
systems, and since the position of the aircraft was known as a result of the position
calculations described above, the clock offset could be determined.
The existence of this tonal shift is sufficient to provide the synchronization, and
its source is irrelevant except insofar as it coincides with a particular location on the
runway. However, speculating on the possible source, a reasonable guess is that there is
a groove pattern on the runway for drainage and/or expansion, and that for some reason,
e.g. runway repair, there is a section of runway on which the groove spacing is different,
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and therefore a tire rolling across this section at the same speed will emit sound at a
different frequency.
In order to calculate the offset, the time of the frequency shift is determined in
both recordings, as is the position of the aircraft when the sound is emitted. If the sound
emitted when the aircraft is at xac is received at time tmic by the microphone located at
(xmic, ymic), and at time tcam by the camera at (xcam, ycam), then the time offset is

t = t mic 

2
2
(x ac  x mic ) 2 + y mic
(x ac  x cam ) 2 + y cam
.
 t cam +
c
c

(4.2)

It can be seen that the first two terms on the right hand side are the source time
according to the audio recorder’s clock, and the last two are the source time according to
the camera’s clock.
The location on the runway where the frequency shift occurs (xac in the above
equation) is determined using the camera’s audio signal combined with the previously
determined position information. This location is, according to the 4th order polynomial
fit,
4

x ac =  an t sn ,

(4.3)

n= 0

where ts indicates source time as measured by the camera’s clock. The frequency shift is
received by the camera, again according to its own clock, at time

t cam = t s +

2
(x ac  x cam ) 2 + y cam
.
c

The only unknowns in Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) are ts and xac. These equations are solved

(4.4)
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iteratively for these two values, and finally xac can be used in Equation (4.2) to calculate
the time offset.
Unfortunately, this frequency shift is audible in only 13 of the landing events. In
the remaining events, either the thrust reverser is still engaged when the aircraft reaches
the location of the frequency shift, and the noise from the thrust reverser overwhelms the
tonal component, or the aircraft has completed its deceleration and exits the runway
before reaching this location. For these events, an alternative method was developed.
Since no similar cues (i.e. clearly localizable in time and space) were found, the
signals were examined more closely for the 13 synchronized events, to determine if
another method of synchronization was possible. It was found that comparing the overall
level measured at a microphone with the time the aircraft passed that microphone could
give a fairly reliable result. The procedure is as follows:
The time-domain signal from each microphone is processed in such a way as to
mimic the operation of a sound level meter (SLM) set for A-weighting and slow
averaging (1 s time constant). Specifically, the acoustic pressure waveform passes
through a digital filter that performs A-weighting; the pressure is squared; the squared, Aweighted pressure passes through an exponential digital filter; and the result is converted
to dB re 20 Pa [16]. Slow averaging was used because fast averaging (1/8 s time
constant) was found to produce curves with oscillations near the peak, causing ambiguity
about the location of the maximum. The result is a level-vs.-time relationship, and there
is one curve for each of the seven microphones.
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The peak of each of these curves occurs near the time that the aircraft passes the
corresponding microphone. Although there is some variation in this, typically the peak
occurs anywhere from 1 second before to 2 seconds after the microphone is passed.
However, the peak with the steepest rising slope shows more consistency. For 12 of the
13 synchronized events, the peak occurs an average of 1.4 s after the microphone is
passed. The standard deviation of this value is 0.2 s, and no error is larger than 0.5 s.
(For the 13th event, the value was 0.3 s, and this data point was rejected for consistency.
The cause of this anomaly is unknown.) These 12 events represent a range of aircraft
types, of different sizes, by different manufacturers, with different numbers of engines, so
this consistency is not limited to a small number of similar aircraft. Figure 4.5 shows the
level-vs.-time curves, along with the position curve from Fig. 4.4 showing the location of
the microphones, for a representative event.
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Figure 4.5 – Aircraft position compared with level at microphones
Having established this value of 1.4 s, the remaining events can be evaluated in
the same way. The pressure waveforms are processed by the simulated SLM, and the
time of the peak with the steepest rising slope (according to the TEAC recorder’s clock)
is compared to the time the aircraft passes the corresponding microphone (based on the
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camera’s clock). The difference between these two values, minus the established 1.4 s
delay, gives the offset between the clocks. The self-consistency of the results indicates
that this synchronization method is valid for most of the events. Chapter 6 includes one
case that demonstrates a likely synchronization error, with data from different
microphones giving significantly different results. For most events, different
microphones give substantially similar results.

Chapter 5
Analysis

5.1 Concept
With knowledge of the aircraft position as a function of time, and with waveform
data acquired at known positions relative to the runway, the analysis aims to reconstruct
the sound as emitted by the aircraft. Specifically, the goal is to determine the source level
at 5˚ increments from the nose to tail of the aircraft for each of the seven microphones.
The steps in the analysis are:
1. From the positional data, determine the time at which the aircraft was at a
given angle relative to a given microphone.
2. Using the distance from the aircraft to the microphone for this angle, calculate
the time at which the microphone received the signal emitted by the aircraft.
3. In the waveform data for the microphone, extract a half-second interval
centered on the time determined in step 2.
4. Calculate the power spectral density (PSD) of this waveform segment, using
an effective sampling rate to compensate for Doppler shift. Integrate the PSD
to obtain the mean-square pressure in third-octave bands.
5

Using a previously determined noise floor, examine the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of the third-octave spectrum, and reject data for which the SNR is less
than 6 dB.
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6. Calculate atmospheric absorption and apply corrections for absorption and
spherical spreading.
Details of this procedure are described in the following section

5.2 Source and receiver time
As described previously, the aircraft position is fitted to a 4th order polynomial,
i.e.
4

x fit (t) =  an t n .

(5.1)

n= 0

For a particular microphone, an angle on the directivity pattern corresponds to a
specific point on the runway centerline, which can be determined from the position of the
microphone relative to the runway. The time that the aircraft reaches this position can be
found by setting Eq. (5.1) equal to the position and solving numerically for t. This
solution is the source time ts.
Although the fit equation is 4th order, it increases monotonically over the interval
of interest, and thus there is no ambiguity in the solution. However, it is necessary to
check that the position is within the range of the position data used for the fit.
Attempting to extrapolate beyond the available data can lead to inaccurate results as the
higher order terms come to dominate the fit. Therefore, if the position is outside the
range of the position data, no calculations are done for that combination of angle and
microphone.
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The horizontal source-receiver distance d (i.e. the distance along the ground, not
accounting for difference in elevation between source and receiver) is also determined
straightforwardly from the microphone-runway geometry. The receiver time tr is then
simply
tr = t s + d c

(5.2)

where c is the speed of sound, assumed to be 343 m/s, the standard value for a
temperature of 20˚ C. Actual temperatures during the field study were typically in the
range 10˚-15˚, meaning this assumed sound speed is too high by about 1%-1.5%. Some
events occurred during early morning when temperatures were near 0˚, in which case the
error in sound speed is 3.5%.

5.3 Analysis interval
The frequency range for the analysis is 50 Hz – 10 kHz. For the analysis to be
valid at the low end of this range, the analysis interval T should be of sufficient duration.
A rule of thumb is that T should be at least 20/fc, where fc is the center frequency of the
lowest third-octave band. This rule relates the frequency resolution of the discrete power
spectral density (PSD) to the width of the third-octave band. The resolution f = 1/T, and
the bandwidth BW is approximately fc/4. Thus, for T = 20/fc, BW  5f, meaning that the
power in the lowest third-octave band will be obtained by integrating over 5 points of the
PSD.
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The longer the interval the better from a frequency resolution perspective,
assuming the source is stationary in time and the source-receiver relationship does not
change. In this case, though, the source is constantly moving relative to the receiver.
The changing distance means that the effects of atmospheric absorption and spherical
spreading are not constant over a finite analysis interval, and the changing angle and
speed mean that Doppler shift is not constant. Furthermore, the changing angle means
that an analysis of the sound at a given angle is actually an analysis over a range of angle
centered on the nominal angle. Figure 5.1 shows this angle range for a typical landing
speed (75 m/s) and for various analysis interval lengths.

Figure 5.1 – Angle range vs. Angle. For a nominal directivity angle on the horizontal
axis, an aircraft at a typical landing speed of 75 m/s will travel through a range of angles
centered on the nominal angle during the 0.5 s analysis interval.
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Given these considerations, the choice of analysis interval duration is a tradeoff
between achieving good frequency resolution in the lower third-octave bands and
minimizing effects related to the moving source. An interval of 0.5 s was chosen to
satisfy the 20/fc criterion. Unfortunately, this duration still results in a rather large
uncertainty in angle near 90° – about ±15°, as seen in Fig. 5.1.

5.4 Power spectrum
The analysis interval in the time domain is used to calculate the mean-square
pressure in third-octave bands. (The details of this procedure are provided in Appendix
A.) First, a discrete power spectral density (PSD) is calculated for the data in the halfsecond interval (25,000 points). The PSD calculations depend on the sampling rate, and
it is here that the Doppler shift is accounted for. Because the aircraft is moving, the
pressure waveform received by the microphone is compressed or expanded in time
relative to how it was emitted by the source. The most familiar consequence of this is a
shift in frequency, with waveform crests and troughs being closer together or farther apart
in time than for a stationary source. But another way to look at this effect, when dealing
with a sampled waveform, is that the samples are closer together or farther apart than
they would be for a stationary source. Thus one can calculate an effective sampling rate
that represents the waveform as it was emitted by the source, rather than how it was
received by the stationary measurement system. This effective frequency is
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f Seff


v
= f S 1 ac 

c




2
2 
( x mic  x ac ) + y mic

x mic  x ac

(5.3)

where xac and vac are the position and speed of the aircraft, and (xmic, ymic) is the position
of the microphone.
It should be noted that the movement of the source has a small effect on
waveform amplitude as well. This effect is neglected in this analysis.
Having calculated a Doppler-corrected PSD, a third-octave, mean-square pressure
spectrum is obtained by integrating the PSD over the third-octave bands. This is a power
spectrum, not a spectral density, so the overall power can be obtained by simply summing
the mean-square pressure in individual bands, rather than integrating over the width of
the bands.
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5.5 Atmospheric absorption and signal-to-noise ratio

Figure 5.2 – Atmospheric absorption (relative humidity in 10% steps from 0% to
100%)
The sound received by the microphones has been attenuated by loss mechanisms
that are well understood and can be reliably calculated by an algorithm described in the
standard ANSI 1.26-1995 [17] (Figure 5.2). Thus, under ideal conditions, one could
simply calculate the absorption coefficient  for a particular frequency and sourcereceiver distance d, then multiply the measured pressure by ed to determine what the
pressure would have been without absorption. In practice, unfortunately, this can lead to
absurd results. The recorded signal contains not just the sound produced by the aircraft,
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but sound from other acoustic sources, and, more importantly, the noise floor of the
measurement system itself. For large source-receiver distances and high frequencies, the
calculated absorption is quite high, and while the sound from the aircraft is indeed
attenuated by this amount, the noise floor is not similarly attenuated. Thus, for example,
if the unattenuated level in a certain frequency band would be 50 dB, and the absorption
for this frequency and distance is 60 dB, then the received level would be -10 dB. But
perhaps the noise floor at this frequency is +10 dB; then blindly applying the correction
would lead to the conclusion that the unattenuated level should be 70 dB, 20 dB higher
than the actual level. Table 5.1 shows the calculated absorption for representative
distances and frequencies.
Table 5.1 – Absorption in dB for representative distances and frequencies.
Absorption values less than 1 dB are colored green, values between 1 and 1 dB are black,
and values greater than 10 dB are red.
Frequency (Hz)
63
125
250
500
1000
2000
4000
8000
16000

64 m
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.7
2.3
8.2
26.5

Distance (m)
250 m
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.7
1.2
2.8
9.0
32.1
103.4

1000 m
0.2
0.5
1.4
2.6
4.7
11.2
36.1
128.3
413.4

Thus, in applying the atmospheric absorption correction, care must be taken to
apply it only in cases where the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is sufficiently high, so that
applying the correction to the noise floor does not substantially alter the result. Figure
5.3 shows the signal and noise levels for a typical event. The “Signal” plots in this graph
are the measured spectrum, which is signal-plus-noise, minus the estimated noise
spectrum. For the signal at 90˚, the SNR is high over the entire frequency range. For the
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signal at 15˚, the level drops off rapidly at with frequency, falling below the noise floor at
the highest frequencies. In many events the signal is weaker than shown here, and the
SNR may be small or negative not only at high frequencies, where the signal is weakest,
but also at low frequencies, where the noise floor is highest, or near 250-300 Hz where
the signal is partially cancelled by a ground reflection (this cancellation can be seen here
as a dip in the 90˚ data).

Figure 5.3 – SNR spectrum of a typical event. The red diamond symbols are the noise
floor for this event. The circles and squares are the measured spectrum (signal+noise)
minus the noise floor.
Applying the absorption correction to such a weak signal may not be a problem at
the lower frequencies since the correction itself is small, but at high frequencies the
combination of low SNR and high calculated absorption could lead to nonsensical results.
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In such cases it is better simply to omit the data, as the noise overwhelms the signal
anyway.
The procedure for determining valid data is as follows. First, a spectrum of the
first several seconds of each recording is calculated and used as the noise floor.
Recordings were started sufficiently in advance of the landing that the signal during the
first several seconds was unaffected by the landing aircraft. The noise floor was
determined for each event individually due to variations in ambient noise between events.
This could be the result of taxiing or stationary aircraft, other vehicles or machinery,
wind noise, etc. Of course, such noise sources can exhibit variations within an event as
well as from event to event, so this calculated noise floor may be inaccurate over portions
of the event, but this method is more accurate than calculating a single noise floor to be
applied to all events.
Next, the pressure waveform is analyzed for each angle and microphone as
described above. The spectrum is calculated for the signal-plus-noise recorded by the
system. The noise floor is subtracted from this to get the signal spectrum. Since the
measured spectrum is a function of source (i.e. Doppler-corrected) frequency, the noise
floor is interpolated to compensate for this before the subtraction is done. If the SNR
based on this signal is less than 6 dB, the data is flagged as invalid. The 6 dB buffer is
included to account for possible fluctuations in the noise floor. Note that the SNR varies
over the spectrum, so the data at some frequencies will be retained even if the signal at
other frequencies is determined to be too weak.
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After the valid data have been determined, two corrections remain to be made.
First, the atmospheric absorption is calculated. The absorption value used is based on the
center frequencies of the third-octave bands, Doppler shifted to the receiver frame of
reference. The sound propagates in the still air rather than with the moving source, so it
would be incorrect to calculate absorption based on source frequencies. The absorption is
applied to the entire band, which has a finite bandwidth, even though it is calculated at
the single frequency at the band center.
The final correction is for spherical spreading. The data are normalized to a
distance of 305 m (1000 ft), which is the standard distance used by the Integrated Noise
Model software discussed in the introduction. The mean-square pressure at the reference
distance is related to the mean-square pressure at the receiver distance by

2
ref

p

 drec
2
=p 
dref  .

2
rec

(5.4)

5.6 Level calculation, curve fitting, and normalization
The result of the analysis thus far is a third-octave spectrum at each 5˚ interval for
each microphone. This data can be presented in various ways, as in Chapter 6 and
Appendix C. Perhaps the most straightforward presentation is a simple directivity
pattern, i.e. overall level as a function of angle. This can be done for an individual
landing event, and these results can be combined from several events for the same aircraft
type.
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To do the level calculation for a single event, first the spectrum for a given angle
and microphone is integrated to calculate the total power. When this calculation is done,
the data that were previously flagged as invalid due to low SNR are simply omitted. This
introduces some error, but it is likely to be small because the energy at frequencies with
low SNR is small compared to the total energy.
In order to generate a “characteristic” directivity pattern for an aircraft type, the
data from individual events must be normalized in some way. Since the noise level
depends on the level of thrust reverser employed, different events will have different
overall levels and the directivities cannot be compared directly. Furthermore, it is
desirable to express the directivity in a simple equation, rather than only as a set of data.
These goals are complementary, because if the data are fit to an equation, then the
levels can be more easily normalized. The approach taken here is to fit the data from
each event and normalize the fit such that the level at 90° is 0 dB. The result is a pure
directivity with the absolute level removed. The directivities from individual events can
be plotted together to determine their consistency, and the observed data can be
normalized and combined to calculate a directivity for the group of events.
The fit used is that outlined in [18]:
7

L( ) =  Ai cos i ( ) ,
i= 0

that is, a simple polynomial fit in cos( ) is used to determine the Ai. This fit is
performed on the data from the individual events, and the results are as presented in

(5.5)
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Appendix C. For the composite results in Chapter 6, the following additional steps are
taken.
First, for each event, L(90°) is calculated using Eq. (5.5) and subtracted from the
data for that event to normalize the data. Next, all the normalized data are combined and
another fit is performed on this combined data set. This fit is again normalized at 90°,
and the normalized fit is presented as the characteristic directivity for that aircraft type.
Confidence bands are also calculated based on the covariance matrix of the fit
coefficients, and plotted along with the fit. (The Matlab curve fitting function polyfit
provides an optional output structure S that contains information about the goodness of
fit, including the covariance matrix. This structure can then be used as an input to the
evaluation function polyval to estimate confidence intervals.)

5.7 Low-frequency analysis
Analysis of frequencies below 50 Hz presents particular challenges. According to
the 20/fc criterion for analysis interval length, at the nominal minimum audible frequency
of 20 Hz, the interval should be at least 1 s, and infrasound at 10 Hz would require a 2 s
interval. Thus the difficulties mentioned previously regarding a moving source are even
more pronounced. Consider an aircraft moving at a typical landing speed of 75 m/s, in a
1 s interval centered on the time when it is perpendicular to the microphone. Its angle
relative to the microphone changes from -30º to +30º, its distance varies from 63 m to
73 m, and the component of its velocity in the direction of the microphone changes from
-37.5 m/s to +37.5 m/s. Placing a point on a directivity pattern with an angular
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uncertainty of 60º is nearly meaningless, and the large variations in distance and velocity
would tend to invalidate calculations of spherical spreading and Doppler shift.
Therefore, with the data available for this study, directivity at lower frequencies is
simply unobtainable. How, then, best to analyze the low-frequency data? Some
meaningful results can still be obtained from the more distant microphones, for which the
angle, distance, and relative velocity change less dramatically over the required time
intervals. Fortunately, due to the negligible atmospheric absorption at the frequencies in
question, the greater microphone distances can be used without the difficulties described
in Section 5.5 above. These microphones are located far forward and aft of the aircraft,
and so would be more useful for characterizing community impact in areas located at the
ends of runways, and less useful for characterizing sideline noise. The low-frequency
results are therefore presented not as directivities, but as forward and aft spectra.

5.8 Nonideal conditions

5.8.1 Angular uncertainty
The angular uncertainty due to the analysis interval has been presented above.
Another source of uncertainty here is the audio-video synchronization. As explained in
Section 4.III, the synchronization method used has a standard error of 0.2 s. At a speed
of 75 m/s, the aircraft would travel 15 m in this time. At 90º, 15 m corresponds to an
angle of ±6.8°, which, when combined with the effect of analysis interval duration,
results in an angular uncertainty of ±16.5°.
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5.8.2 Distributed source
The analysis has been performed assuming the noise is generated by a point at the
center of the aircraft, which is obviously not the case. Most of the noise is generated by
the engines, which are several meters off the centerline of the aircraft; and by the
turbulent airflow ejected by the engines in the jets and the reverse-thrust flow, which may
be acoustically significant several meters behind and to the side of the engines. No
attempt has been made to account for the distributed nature of the sound source. Errors
may be significant, especially near 90º, where the microphone-to-centerline distance is
only 63 m, and the size of the source may be 20% or more of this distance.

5.8.3 Atmospheric conditions
There was significant wind during some periods of data acquisition. The effect on
the recorded data was minimized by using windscreens on the microphones, and
remaining wind noise would be accounted for in the noise floor as described in Section
5.5. However, there may have been significant refraction of the sound, and this was not
accounted for. Assuming landings were made into the wind, then forward levels would
be attenuated and aft levels amplified by the wind. Therefore, in the results presented
here, forward levels may be too low and aft levels too high.
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5.8.4 Ground reflection
Because the source is some distance above an acoustically reflective ground
surface, there is effectively an image source whose sound interferes with the sound from
the actual source. With the source and receiver elevations present in the experiment, this
results in destructive interference around 250-300 Hz. This is clearly seen in many of the
results in Chapter 6 and Appendix C. This effect was not compensated for in the
analysis. The frequency at which the destructive interference occurs depends on the
source and receiver heights, so this source data could introduce errors in calculations for
source and receiver heights different from those used in the measurements for this
analysis.

Chapter 6
Results
This chapter presents the results of the analysis in a variety of formats. A few
representative events are presented in detail to show examples of strong and weak data.
Ideally, an event has a long reverse-thrust duration, allowing each microphone to provide
data at a wide range of angles, with data from different microphones overlapping to
provide a self-consistency check. Also, the data should be accurately synchronized so
distances and angles can be accurately calculated. The first section shows an example of
an event that is strong in both reverse-thrust duration and synchronization accuracy, and
the following two sections show results that are deficient in each of these respects.
Following these single-event examples, data are combined from several events to
give composite results for each aircraft type. The individual event data are normalized
and curve-fitted to give, for example, a “Boeing 767 directivity”. The low-frequency
data from individual events are also combined to give low frequency spectra by aircraft
type.

6.1 Analysis of individual events
As described in the Chapter 5, spectra are calculated at 5˚ intervals around the
aircraft for each microphone, and fore and aft low-frequency levels are determined. These
results are combined to give the following types of plots: overall directivity, directivity in
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one-third octave bands, 1/3-octave band spectra at selected angles, and low-frequency
level. Measurements were taken on the starboard (right) side of the aircraft, so this is
where the directivity is plotted, but left-right symmetry is assumed. Plots for
representative events are presented in this chapter. Appendix C contains results for each
landing event.

6.1.1 Overall directivity
Figure 6.1 shows the level and overall directivity from 50 Hz – 10 kHz for an
Airbus 330. The individual points in this plot are obtained by summing over the 1/3octave band spectra for a given microphone and angle. The solid line shows the fit to the
data. The legend indicates which microphones correspond to which data. Microphone 1
is closest to the approach end of the runway (see Fig. 3.1).
This event is presented as an example of high-quality results. The thrust reverser
was applied for a relatively long duration, about 15 s, which means that several
microphones were able to capture reverse-thrust data over a fairly wide range of angles.
Consequently, there is considerable overlap in the results between different microphones.
Furthermore, there is significant self-consistency in this data, with results from different
microphones at the same agreeing reasonably well.
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Figure 6.1 – Airbus 330 overall directivity

6.1.2 Directivity in frequency bands
Figure 6.2 presents the directivity for individual 1/3-octave bands. Note that the
symbols in these plots correspond to the same legend given in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.2a – Airbus 330 directivity in 1/3-octave bands
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Figure 6.2b – Airbus 330 directivity in 1/3-octave bands
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Figure 6.2c – Airbus 330 directivity in 1/3 octave bands
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Figure 6.2d – Airbus 330 directivity in 1/3-octave bands
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6.1.3 Spectra at selected angles
Figure 6.3, shows 1/3-octave spectra at six different angles, evenly distributed
around the 0-180˚ arc. Note the dip in the spectrum around 250 Hz, due to the ground
reflection described in Section 5.8.4. The symbols correspond to the legend in Figure
6.1.
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Figure 6.3 – Airbus 330 spectra at selected angles
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6.1.4 Low-frequency level
Figure 6.4 shows the forward and aft spectra for lower-audible and subaudible
frequencies. The aft level is somewhat higher than the forward level across this
spectrum, consistent with the lower frequency directivities in Fig. 6.2.

Figure 6.4 – Airbus 330 low-frequency spectra
There are several features worth noting in the results for this event. Some of the
1/3-octave directivities (Fig. 6.2) show a stronger angular dependence than does the
overall directivity. In particular, at the lower frequencies, there is a prominent elevation
in level near 180˚. Also, from about 125 Hz to 500 Hz there is an elevated level forward
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of the aircraft. At higher frequencies, the directivity becomes more uniform from about
30˚-150˚, with somewhat lower levels fore and aft.

6.1.5 An event with weak correlation
The event discussed in this section, a Boeing 767, also had a long reverse-thrust
duration, but here the self-consistency is quite poor. Referring to the overall directivity in
Fig. 6.5, there is a great deal of angular overlap in data points from different
microphones, but the source levels disagree considerably. This inconsistency is apparent
as well in the 1/3-octave directivities (Fig. 6.6) and the angular spectra (Fig. 6.7). In Fig.
6.8, the low-frequency spectra are similar forward and aft, in contrast to most events in
which the aft levels are consistently higher. The causes of this discrepancy is unknown;
the sound received by different microphones could have been different due to wind
refraction, or the thrust level may have changed during the event, or there may have been
an error in calculating the aircraft position.
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Figure 6.5 – Boeing 767 overall directivity
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Figure 6.6a – Boeing 767 directivity in 1/3-octave bands
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Figure 6.6b – Boeing 767 directivity in 1/3-octave bands
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Figure 6.6c – Boeing 767 directivity in 1/3-octave bands
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Figure 6.6d – Boeing 767 directivity in 1/3-octave bands
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Figure 6.7 – Boeing 767 spectra at selected angles
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Figure 6.8 – Boeing 767 low-frequency spectrum

6.1.6 An event with short reverse-thrust duration
Reverse-thrust duration was brief for the third event, a Boeing 737, approximately
2 seconds. In the overall directivity, Fig. 6.9, we see that there are only a few data points
for each microphone, and very little overlap. The angular spectra (Fig. 6.11) each have
data from only one microphone, as opposed to 2 or 3 microphones for the Airbus 330
spectra (Fig. 6.3). The data appear to be consistent, as the segment of directivity for each
microphone in Fig. 6.9 matches fairly well with the segments on either side of it, but
there is less reason for confidence in this consistency than for the Airbus 330 event, for
scarcity of data. These events are included in the composite calculations, however, as the
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value of this data can be enhanced by combining it with the data from similar events of
the same aircraft type. This provides the overlapping angular coverage missing from this
type of event. Composite results for multiple events are presented in the following
section.

Figure 6.9 – Boeing 737 overall directivity
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Figure 6.10a – Boeing 737 directivity in 1/3-octave bands
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Figure 6.10b – Boeing 737 directivity in 1/3-octave bands
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Figure 6.10c – Boeing 737 directivity in 1/3-octave bands
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Figure 6.10d – Boeing 737 directivity in 1/3-octave bands
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Figure 6.11 – Boeing 737 spectra at selected angles
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Figure 6.12 – Boeing 737 low-frequency spectra

6.2 Composite data for aircraft types
The data from individual events are combined to generate plots of overall
directivity and low-frequency level. The data from individual events that showed strong
self-consistency (such as the Airbus 330 example in Section 6.1.1) are normalized such
that the level at 90˚ is zero, then a curve fit is performed on the combined data set. Table
6.1 reproduces Table 3.1, with an additional column to show the number of selfconsistent events used for the composite calculations. The directivity shows the fit (using
Eq. 5.5, a seventh-order polynomial in cos()) along with 50% confidence intervals based
on the covariance matrix of the fit coefficients. The fit coefficients are shown to the left
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of the plot. Also shown are the mean and standard deviation of the level at 90˚ for the
individual fits. For the forward and aft low-frequency level, mean and standard deviation
are calculated and plotted.
Table 6.1 – Aircraft types with total events and self-consistent events
Manufacturer

Aircraft type

Total events

Self-consistent
events

Airbus

319

4

2

Airbus

320

8

5

Airbus

330

6

5

Airbus

340

1

1

Boeing

737

6

6

Boeing

747

7

6

Boeing

757

3

3

Boeing

767

7

6

Boeing

777

9

8

Bombardier

CL 600

5

4

McDonnell-Douglas

MD-80

2

2
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Table 6.2 shows the average and standard deviation of the level at 90˚, and
summarizes the fit coefficients. Coefficient A0 is omitted, as it is always zero for the
normalized fits.
Table 6.2 – Fit coefficients for composite data
Aircraft type

L(90˚)

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

Airbus 319

90.7 ± 0.7

-0.86

1.66

4.41

3.75

-1.07

-5.58

-6.36

Airbus 320

86.5 ± 6.2

0.43

7.76

-3.77

-11.31

16.05

4.81

-14.92

Airbus 330

94.2 ± 8.0

1.95

4.42

-19.53

-5.57

44.58

2.46

-30.09

Boeing 737

84.8 ± 6.9

2.87

9.42

-24.77

-21.00

46.75

13.81

-25.92

Boeing 747

90.5 ± 6.0

0.49

3.24

-17.27

-0.67

34.08

-2.37

-23.33

Boeing 757

90.7 ± 1.2

0.06

1.32

-1.21

9.66

13.11

-11.10

-16.19

Boeing 767

93.8 ± 3.3

-0.63

4.86

-8.27

-3.99

31.13

0.52

-25.85

Boeing 777

87.9 ± 6.9

-1.43

7.98

-1.68

-19.75

13.92

13.69

-13.00

CL-600

69.5 ± 2.4

0.47

16.29

12.79

-20.45

-34.90

6.45

15.93

MD-80

87.3 ± 6.4

13.98

-15.79

71.84

71.84

213.66

-51.96

-135.69
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Figure 6.13 – Airbus 319 composite results (2 events)
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Figure 6.14 – Airbus 320 composite results (5 events)
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Figure 6.15 – Airbus 330 composite results (5 events)
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Figure 6.16 – Boeing 737 composite results (6 events)
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Figure 6.17 – Boeing 747 composite results (6 events)
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Figure 6.18 – Boeing 757 composite results (3 events)
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Figure 6.19 – Boeing 767 composite results (6 events)
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Figure 6.20 – Boeing 777 composite results (8 events)
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Figure 6.21 – Bombardier CL-600 composite results (4 events)
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Figure 6.22 – McDonnell-Douglas MD-80 composite results (2 events)
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In these composite plots, there are some common characteristics that are worth
noting. First, the directivities are much more uniform than the typical forward-thrust
shape, which departs from omnidirectionality with significantly lower levels near 180˚
and slightly elevated levels near 135˚ [2]. The results presented in this section, in
contrast, are nearly omnidirectional in most cases. There are some slight variations from
a uniform level, though, and there is some consistency in these variations both within and
across aircraft types. Namely, there is with some reduction in level near 0˚, elevated
level near 180˚, and a slight elevation in level near 45˚. This last feature (see, for
example, the top plot in Fig. 6.18) is intriguing as it is roughly the angle at which the
reverse-thrust air is directed.
The unusual shape of the MD-80 directivity is likely due to the limited amount of
data available – only two events, both with brief reverse-thrust durations. The large
“bumps” are probably artifacts of the fit. However, looking at the overall shape of the
plot, this aircraft appears to have much stronger directivity than the others. This may be
related to its engine type, as it was the only aircraft with fuselage-mounted, low bypass
ratio engines with target-type thrust reversers. The Bombardier CL-600, the only other
aircraft with fuselage-mounted engines (high bypass ratio, cascade type thrust reversers),
also appears to have stronger directivity than the aircraft with wing-mounted engines.
For both of these aircraft, the features at 0˚, 30˚-45˚, and 180˚ are more prominent than
these same features on other aircraft. Of course, there is a large uncertainty near 0˚ for
the CL-600, so this feature may not be valid.
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6.3 Uncertainty analysis
There are three classes of variability/uncertainty in this analysis. First is the
variability in overall level between individual events for the same aircraft type – the
“L(90˚)” variation in the composite results. Second is the statistical uncertainty in the
directivity fit, as reflected in the confidence bands. Third is the measurement uncertainty,
which will be discussed in detail below. In most of the composite results, the level
variation is significantly greater than the confidence intervals of the fit. This suggests
that while the overall sound level varies significantly from event to event (perhaps due to
the thrust level setting of the engines), the directivity relative to the level at 90˚ is
consistent across this range of levels.
Regarding measurement uncertainty, several potential sources of error that have
been mentioned in previous chapters will now be collected and quantified. These errors
are generally related to position and timing. This means that there is uncertainty in the
distance between the noise source and receiver, which will result in an error in level due
mainly to spherical spreading (atmospheric absorption is negligible over the short error
distances). According to spherical spreading, the mean-square acoustic pressure is
proportional to the inverse-square of the distance,

p2 ~

1
,
r2

(6.1)

2
r ,
r3

(6.2)

so the first-order difference is

( p 2 ) ~
and the fractional change is
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 = 10log10 1+
2
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(6.4)

Converting to decibels,

This logarithmic relationship is quite forgiving of positional errors. A 13%
positional error results in a 1 dB error in level. For larger errors, higher-order terms in
Equation 6.2 become significant, but when we consider the positional errors of the
magnitude described below, errors in level are likely to be around 2 dB in the worst
cases. The error sources are listed below, in increasing order of magnitude.
System calibration. The measurement system was calibrated by pistonphone
calibrator before and after each recording session. The variation over a recording session
was generally less than 1%, and around 4% in the worst cases.
Sound speed. The calculations were performed using a sound speed of 343 m/s,
appropriate for a temperature of 20˚ C. Actual temperatures for most events were in the
range 10-15˚ C, for a sound speed error of 1-1.5%, and for some events the temperature
was near 0˚ C, for a sound speed error of 3.5%.
Aircraft position. The aircraft position uncertainty is related to the camera frame
rate of 30 fps. Assuming the worst error is half the frame interval, or 1/60 s, the
corresponding positional error for a landing speed of 75 m/s is 1.25 m. However, since
these errors could be either positive or negative, and the position fit would tend to
average the errors, the position error based on the fit is likely less than a meter. There are
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no data for the lateral position of the aircraft (i.e. the centerline of the aircraft relative to
the centerline of the runway), but a reasonable assumption is that this is within 1-2 m.
Microphone and camera position. These positions were referenced to the 1000 ft
markers along the runway, and were measured using a laser rangefinder. The marker
positions were verified using Google Earth to be accurate to less than a meter, and the
rangefinder had a specified accuracy of 1 m. Including errors due to consistency of the
placement of the rangefinder and its reference targets, the total uncertainty of the
measurement system positions was perhaps 2 m.
Analysis interval. The analysis interval of 0.5 s corresponds to a distance traveled
of about 35 m. However, this number is not so much an uncertainty in position as a range
over which the data are averaged. The result is therefore better thought of as a lack of
detail than a lack of accuracy. However, for error analysis purposes, we can consider the
uncertainty to be the average difference in distance from the nominal distance at the
center of the interval, which is about 9 m.
Synchronization. The standard deviation for the 12 frequency-shift
synchronization events was 0.2 s, and the largest deviation was 0.5 s. The errors for the
other events are unknown, but can be assumed to be in this range, with larger errors for a
few events. The corresponding positional error is about 15 m for 0.2 seconds and 35 m
for 0.5 seconds. Since events with poor data self-consistency were excluded from
composite calculations, the synchronization error for the composite results can be
expected to be at the lower end of the range.
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Extended source. The calculations assumed a point source, but the engines are 510 m from the centerline (20 m for the outer engines of 4-engine aircraft, the Airbus 340
and Boeing 747), and the turbulent source region likely has a similar extent both laterally
and fore-and-aft.
It is important to consider the orientation of these errors, since the results are
dependent on the source-receiver distance, rather than the total error in position, which
may not be along the line between source and receiver. For example, the errors due to
synchronization and analysis interval are purely in the direction of the runway. If such an
error is equal to half the distance from microphone to centerline when the aircraft passes
the microphone, the distance error is not 50%, since the direction of the uncertainty is
perpendicular to the microphone-centerline direction. Rather, this error is
d
=
d

(x ac )

2

2
+ y mic
 y mic

y mic

 x ac  2
= 1+ 
 1,
 y mic 

(6.5)

where d is the source-receiver distance, ymic is the microphone-centerline distance, and
xac is the uncertainty in the aircraft position along the runway. This works out to 12%
for the circumstances described, which, as mentioned above, corresponds to a level
uncertainty of 1 dB.
The sources of error listed above can be assumed to be independent, so the
smaller errors (system calibration, aircraft position, and microphone and camera position)
can be safely neglected and the larger (analysis interval, synchronization, and extended
source) can be added in quadrature. Thus, using the worst-case estimates above, and the
microphone-centerline distance of 63 m, the error for the perpendicular case (Eq. 6.5) is
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16.5%. Using more typical numbers, this error is 4.5%. These correspond to 1.2 dB and
0.4 dB, respectively.
More significant are errors along the line between source and receiver. This is
most important for the extended source error, since the engines are displaced laterally.
As the aircraft passes a microphone, an engine 10 m from the centerline is 16% closer to
the microphone than the assumed point source on the centerline. The outboard engines of
the Airbus 340 and Boeing 747 are 30% closer. This adds 1 to 2 dB to the perpendicular
errors.
These are worst-case scenarios, when the aircraft is closest to a microphone, or
90˚ on the directivity diagram. At other angles, the error decreases due to the increasing
source-receiver distance, even though the errors along the line of motion become less
perpendicular to the line from source to receiver. At 90˚, good estimates of typical error
would be 0.6 dB for smaller 2-engine aircraft (Airbus 319 & 320, Boeing 737), 1 dB for
larger 2-engine aircraft (Airbus 330, Boeing 757, 767, and 777), and 1.5 dB for 4-engine
aircraft (Airbus 340, Boeing 747). Worst-case numbers would be approximately 2.5 dB.

6.4 Discussion
In this work, a collection of audio and video recordings of aircraft landings has
been analyzed to provide a database of source noise levels, lateral directivity, and spectra.
Overall levels were found to be in the range 85-95 dB for the reference distance of 305 m
(1000 ft), except for the Bombardier CL-600, a small commuter jet, with levels near
70 dB. Consistent with the findings in [12], the average level for an aircraft type
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correlates generally with aircraft’s rated maximum thrust, with the Boeing 767 having
levels larger than expected from this trend, and the Boeing 777’s levels somewhat lower.
The variation in overall level within aircraft types was quite large, 5-7 dB, which may
reflect a corresponding variability in reverse-thrust settings, as would be predicted by
[10]. While the analysis in this thesis focused on noise levels with thrust reversers
engaged, it was also found that reverse-thrust duration was also highly variable, from
only a couple seconds to as much as 15 seconds, a range similar to that found in [11].
Since noise models calculate overall noise exposure, which accounts for both intensity
and duration, the high variability in both these quantities could lead to a corresponding
variability in the models’ predictions.
Regarding engine type, the only aircraft with fuselage-mounted, low-bypass ratio
engines with target-type thrust reversers, the MD-80, had a level at 90˚ at the lower end
of the range, consistent with its size. However, its relatively strong directivity resulted in
levels 8 dB higher aft of the aircraft, and 12 dB higher near 30˚. Its levels at these angles
exceed all other aircraft types. These results are based on only two events, so may not be
representative. The Bombardier CL-600, the only other aircraft with fuselage-mounted
engines, also displayed relatively strong directivity, but its levels were much lower
overall.
An important goal of this work was to determine whether forward-thrust data
could be used to reliably predict noise exposure from reverse-thrust operations. The
results show that the directivities of forward- and reverse-thrust operations differ
significantly. Reverse-thrust directivity is nearly omnidirectional, whereas forward thrust
results in a distinct lobed pattern. The directivities found in this study are consistent with
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the omnidirectional directivities found in [9] and [10]. Given the sharp distinction
between forward- and reverse-thrust directivity, further measurement and
characterization of reverse-thrust noise, and its incorporation into noise models as a
distinct feature, has the potential to improve the predictions of those models
This study included detailed spectral analysis. The 1/3-octave directivities, and
the spectral plots at various angles, provide thorough characterization of how the
character of the sound changes with lateral angle. Again, some common characteristics
emerge. For angles near the front or rear of the aircraft, low frequencies are elevated and
high frequencies suppressed relative to mid-frequency levels. To the side of the aircraft,
the spectrum generally trends downward with increasing frequency, but to a much lesser
extent than the fore and aft spectra. This detailed spectral information should prove
useful to noise modelers in determining whether their models adequately represent
spectral information (e.g. the spectral classes used by INM), and in particular whether
predictions can benefit from the combined directivity-spectral data.

Chapter 7
Summary and conclusion
The accurate modeling of transportation noise sources is of great importance in
community planning. In order for existing models such as INM to have maximum utility,
they must have accurate source data. Aircraft landing noise is significant in terms of the
overall noise impact of the flight, given the proximity of the aircraft to inhabited areas, as
well as the high thrust level during the reverse-thrust portion of the landing. However,
little measured noise data exists for aircraft landing. In calculating landing noise effects,
INM uses modifications of the forward-thrust, overflight NPD data. This thesis has
addressed the question of whether these approximations accurately represent the unique
character of actual landing noise.
This analysis has revealed some important and, in some cases, unique
characteristics of aircraft noise with thrust reversers engaged. First, the directivity is
nearly omnidirectional, in contrast to the strong directivity of aircraft noise in forward
thrust. Second, the spectra forward and aft of the aircraft are dominated by low
frequencies, whereas the noise to the side of the aircraft has a flatter spectrum. Third,
although the overall level of the sound can vary significantly from event to event, the
normalized directivity is fairly consistent for an aircraft type.
The results presented in this thesis provide a starting point for assessing the
validity of the approximations and assumptions used in noise modeling software to
predict the noise impact of landing aircraft. If it is determined that models could benefit
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from the incorporation of reverse-thrust data, then these results provide a preliminary
database for such modifications. These results can be incorporated directly into sourcepropagation models such as IMAGINE and NMSim, and propagation algorithms can be
used to construct NPD tables for integrated models like INM.
This suggests several ideas for future work in this area. Indeed, the results of this
thesis, combined with data from distant microphones obtained during the IAD
experiments, will be used in further aviation noise research at Penn State to investigate
propagation modeling. Beyond this, if more thorough characterization of thrust reverser
noise is determined to be important in noise modeling, the measurement methods used in
acquiring the data for this thesis, along with the challenges encountered in analyzing this
data, point to improved measurement methods that could be used for such an
investigation. Placing the microphone array more distant from the runway – perhaps
300 ft, would allow finer angular detail while preserving the frequency resolution at low
frequencies. A different or modified method of determining aircraft position and velocity
could simplify the analysis, and a reliable way of synchronizing positional and acoustic
data is crucial.
Increasing air traffic, increasing land use demands, and increasing noise
sensitivity of communities lead to challenges for policymakers. Effective policies are
based on accurate characterization of present conditions and accurate predictions of the
impacts of future conditions and policy modifications. Noise models such as INM,
NMSim, and IMAGINE can provide such predictions, but they in turn depend on
accurate input data. The approach described in this thesis, and the results presented,
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represent an attempt to contribute to the body of data that can, through modeling and
policy, benefit airports and the communities they affect.
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Appendix A
Power spectrum calculation
Given a sampled time domain acoustic pressure pn, n = 0, 1, …, N-1, sampled at
frequency fs, and windowed with the function wn, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is
Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.,

(A.1)

where t is the sample spacing, equal to 1/fs. The frequency resolution of the DFT is the
inverse of the record length T, or
Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes..

(A.2)

The single-sided power spectral density is
Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes.,

(A.3)

where the index now runs from 0 to N/2 for N even, or 0 to (N-1)/2 for N odd. The factor
of 2 in Eq. A.3 is not present for index 0 or for index N/2 for N even. Aw is the weighting
factor associated with the window, and is defined as
Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes..

(A.4)

GPP is a power spectral density in units of Pa2/Hz. The 1/3-octave band spectrum
is calculated by integrating the PSD over each band to obtain the mean-square pressure in
that band. Integration over the discrete PSD can be done by standard numerical integral
techniques (trapezoidal rule, for example), but care must be taken at the band edges, since
the band edge frequencies generally do not fall on a PSD frequency (i.e. kf). For the
calculations in this thesis, a value of GPP is obtained at each band edge frequency by
performing linear interpolation using the GPP values at the two neighboring PSD
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frequencies. The integration is then done from band edge to band edge using these two
values as well as all the intervening values of the discrete PSD.
Table A.1 is the listing of the relevant lines of Matlab code for the power
spectrum calculation. The Matlab fft function performs the operation in Eq. A.1, except
that the quantity t is omitted. Line 10 of the code combines this quantity along with
several other factors from Eqs. A.1-A.3. Also note that Matlab indexes beginning with 1
rather than 0.
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Table A.1 – Matlab code for spectral calculations
1 % Inputs:
2 % p - sampled pressure waveform in Pa
3 % fs - sampling frequency in Hz
4
5 Np = length(p); % Number of samples
6 T = Np/fs; % Duration of the sampling interval
7 Npsd = ceil(Np/2); % Number of points in the PSD
8 w = hann(Np); % Hanning window
9 P = fft(w.*p);
10 Sxx = abs(P).^2/(sum(w.^2)*fs); % Two-sided PSD.
11 Gxx = 2*Sxx(1:Npsd); % Single-sided PSD.
12 Gxx(1,:) = Sxx(1,:); % No factor of 2 for DC.
13
14 fdft = (0:Ndft - 1)'/T; % DFT frequencies
15
16 bandmin = max(10,ceil(10*log10(10/T))); % Lowest-frequency band.
17 bandmax = min(42,floor(10*log10(max(fdft))-0.5)); % Highest-frequency band.
18 fvec = 10.^((bandmin:bandmax)'/10); % Band center frequencies.
19 fLimits = 10.^(((bandmin-1:bandmax)'+0.5)/10); % Band edge frequencies.
20 Nbands = length(fvec);
21 p2 = zeros(Nbands); % Initialize the output array.
22
23 f_all = sort([fdft; fLimits]); % PSD frequencies and 1/3 octave band edges.
24 otbdata = interp1(fdft, Gxx(:, k), f_all); % Interpolate Gxx at band edges.
25
26 for m = 1:Nbands % For each frequency band...
27
inds = f_all >= fLimits(m) & f_all <= fLimits(m+1); % find in-band
frequencies
28
p2(m) = trapz(f_all(inds),otbdata(inds)); % Integrate over the band
29 end

Appendix B
Event listing
The table below contains a detailed listing of all landing events analyzed for this
thesis. The aircraft tail numbers and thrust reverser types were determined by visual
inspection of the video camera recording. Aircraft type was determined by querying the
FAA registration database, using the tail number as input. In one case, the tail number
was not visible in the video recording, so the aircraft type was determined visually, but
the aircraft subtype was not identified.

Date

Time

A330_289_1547
B757_289_1553
B767_289_1554
B757_289_1559
B777_289_1601
A320_289_1604
B747_289_1607
B767_289_1613
B777_289_1614
MD80_290_0821
A320_290_0834

10/15
10/15
10/15
10/15
10/15
10/15
10/15
10/15
10/15
10/16
10/16

15:48
15:54
15:55
16:00
16:01
16:05
16:08
16:13
16:15
8:22
8:34

Tail
number
GWWBD
N541UA
EI-CRL
N661DN
N777UA
N423UA
D-ABVK
N656UA
N775UA
N1334U
N476UA

BMB600_290_0843

10/16

8:43

N673BR

BMB600_290_0856

10/16

8:56

N708BR

BMB600_290_0857

10/16

8:57

N677BR

BMB600_290_0859

10/16

8:59

N706BR

BMB600_290_0903
A319_290_0909
B777_291_1359
B737_291_1401
A330_291_1425

10/16
10/16
10/17
10/17
10/17

9:03
9:09
14:00
14:01
14:26

N651BR
N831UA
G-YMMJ
N394UA
OE LAP

Event ID

Aircraft type
Airbus 330-243
Boeing 757-222
Boeing 767-343/ER
Boeing 757-232
Boeing 777-222
Airbus 320-232
Boeing 747-430
Boeing 767-322
Boeing 777-222
Douglas DC-9-31
Airbus 320-232
Bombardier CL-6002B18
Bombardier CL-6002B18
Bombardier CL-6002B18
Bombardier CL-6002B18
Bombardier CL-6002B18
Airbus 319-131
Boeing 777-236/ER
Boeing 737-322
Airbus 330-223

Thrust
reverser
type
crocodile
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
target
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
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Event ID
B767_291_1439
B737_291_1441
B767_291_1443
B747_291_1445
B777_291_1452
A330_291_1453
B747_291_1500
B777_291_1507
B777_291_1606
B757_291_1609
A320_291_1619
B737_291_1626
A330_292_1437
A340_292_1440
A330_292_1444
B767_292_1446
B747_292_1449
A330_292_1454
B767_292_1457
MD80_292_1500
B777_292_1503
B777_292_1508
B777_292_1512
B767_292_1513
B747_292_1515
A320_292_1546
A319_292_1557
B737_292_1611
B747_292_1612
A320_292_1618
A320_292_1625
A319_292_1631
A320_292_1634
A320_292_1639
B737_292_1646
B737_292_1651
B747_292_1741
A319_292_1743

Date
10/17
10/17
10/17
10/17
10/17
10/17
10/17
10/17
10/17
10/17
10/17
10/17
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/18

Time
14:39
14:41
14:43
14:46
14:52
14:53
15:00
15:07
16:06
16:09
16:19
16:26
14:37
14:40
14:44
14:46
14:49
14:54
14:57
15:00
15:04
15:08
15:12
15:13
15:15
15:46
15:58
16:11
16:12
16:18
16:25
16:31
16:34
16:39
16:46
16:51
17:41
17:43

Tail
number
N662UA
N308UA
N644UA
N178UA
N781UA
G-WWBB
N116UA
N779UA
N771UA
N587UA
N451UA
unknown
OE-LAO
G-VMEG
G-WWBB
N647UA
N116UA
SE-REF
N658UA
N70401
N779UA
N778UA
N776UA
N644UA
N176UA
N457UA
N804BR
N314UA
D-ABTC
N418UA
N412UA
N901FR
N424UA
N583JB
N306UA
N325UA
G-CIVO
N817UA

Aircraft type
Boeing 767-322
Boeing 737-322
Boeing 767-322
Boeing 747-422
Boeing 777-222
Airbus 330-243
Boeing 747-422
Boeing 777-222
Boeing 777-222
Boeing 757-222
Airbus 320-232
Boeing 737
Airbus 330-223
Airbus 340-642
Airbus 330-243
Boeing 767-322
Boeing 747-422
Airbus 330-343X
Boeing 767-322
MD DC-9-82
Boeing 777-222
Boeing 777-222
Boeing 777-222
Boeing 767-322
Boeing 747-422
Airbus 320-232
Airbus 319-132
Boeing 737-322
Boeing 747-430SCD
Airbus 320-232
Airbus 320-232
Airbus 319-112
Airbus 320-232
Airbus 320-232
Boeing 737-322
Boeing 737-322
Boeing 747-436
Airbus 319-131

Thrust
reverser
type
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
crocodile
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
crocodile
cascade
cascade
crocodile
cascade
target
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
crocodile
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade
cascade

Appendix C
Results for all events
This appendix contains directivity and spectra for all the events analyzed for this
thesis. There are three pages for each event. On the first page are the overall directivity
for 50 Hz – 10 kHz, and the low-frequency spectrum. The second page has 1/3-octave
band directivities for the 63 Hz, 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, and 2 kHz bands. The
third page shows spectra at 15˚, 45˚, 75˚, 105˚, 135˚, and 165˚. The legend for the plot of
overall directivity also applies to the other plots except the low-frequency spectrum.
If data appears to be missing, there are three possible explanations. First, a data
point may not have a sufficiently large signal-to-noise ratio. This is seen most often in
the spectra, at the high frequencies or at the ground reflection interference near 250 Hz.
Second, for some angles, no microphone was able to capture data due to thrust reversers
being engaged briefly, early, or late. This can be seen in several events for which a
spectrum at 15˚, and a forward low-frequency spectrum, are entirely missing. In these
cases, the thrust reversers were engaged too late for any microphones to capture data at
low angles. The third possibility is that the aircraft’s position was outside the range of
the position references. This would affect only the largest and smallest angles.
The events are identified at the bottom of each page by the event ID, tail number
and type of aircraft, for cross-referencing with Appendix B. Events are grouped by
aircraft type, and within an aircraft type events are presented in chronological order.
Note that an individual aircraft may appear in more than one event.

103

A319_290_0909 Airbus 319-131 N831UA

104

A319_290_0909 Airbus 319-131 N831UA

105

A319_290_0909 Airbus 319-131 N831UA

106

A319_292_1557 Airbus 319-132 N804BR

107

A319_292_1557 Airbus 319-132 N804BR

108

A319_292_1557 Airbus 319-132 N804BR

109

A319_292_1631 Airbus 319-112 N901FR

110

A319_292_1631 Airbus 319-112 N901FR

111

A319_292_1631 Airbus 319-112 N901FR

112

A319_292_1743 Airbus 319-131 N817UA

113

A319_292_1743 Airbus 319-131 N817UA

114

A319_292_1743 Airbus 319-131 N817UA

115

A320_289_1604 Airbus 320-232 N423UA

116

A320_289_1604 Airbus 320-232 N423UA

117

A320_289_1604 Airbus 320-232 N423UA

118

A320_290_0834 Airbus 320-232 N476UA

119

A320_290_0834 Airbus 320-232 N476UA

120

A320_290_0834 Airbus 320-232 N476UA

121

A320_291_1619 Airbus 320-232 N451UA

122

A320_291_1619 Airbus 320-232 N451UA

123

A320_291_1619 Airbus 320-232 N451UA

124

A320_292_1546 Airbus 320-232 N457UA

125

A320_292_1546 Airbus 320-232 N457UA

126

A320_292_1546 Airbus 320-232 N457UA

127

A320_292_1618 Airbus 320-232 N418UA

128

A320_292_1618 Airbus 320-232 N418UA

129

A320_292_1618 Airbus 320-232 N418UA

130

A320_292_1625 Airbus 320-232 N412UA

131

A320_292_1625 Airbus 320-232 N412UA

132

A320_292_1625 Airbus 320-232 N412UA

133

A320_292_1634 Airbus 320-232 N424UA

134

A320_292_1634 Airbus 320-232 N424UA

135

A320_292_1634 Airbus 320-232 N424UA

136

A320_292_1639 Airbus 320-232 N583JB

137

A320_292_1639 Airbus 320-232 N583JB

138

A320_292_1639 Airbus 320-232 N583JB

139

A330_289_1547 Airbus 330-243 G-WWBD

140

A330_289_1547 Airbus 330-243 G-WWBD

141

A330_289_1547 Airbus 330-243 G-WWBD

142

A330_291_1425 Airbus 330-223 OE-LAP

143

A330_291_1425 Airbus 330-223 OE-LAP

144

A330_291_1425 Airbus 330-223 OE-LAP

145

A330_291_1453 Airbus 330-243 G-WWBB

146

A330_291_1453 Airbus 330-243 G-WWBB

147

A330_291_1453 Airbus 330-243 G-WWBB

148

A330_292_1437 Airbus 330-223 OE-LAO

149

A330_292_1437 Airbus 330-223 OE-LAO

150

A330_292_1437 Airbus 330-223 OE-LAO

151

A330_292_1444 Airbus 330-243 G-WWBB

152

A330_292_1444 Airbus 330-243 G-WWBB

153

A330_292_1444 Airbus 330-243 G-WWBB

154

A330_292_1454 Airbus 330-343X SE-REF

155

A330_292_1454 Airbus 330-343X SE-REF

156

A330_292_1454 Airbus 330-343X SE-REF

157

A340_292_1440 Airbus 340-642 G-VMEG

158

A340_292_1440 Airbus 340-642 G-VMEG

159

A340_292_1440 Airbus 340-642 G-VMEG

160

B737_291_1401 Boeing 737-322 N394UA

161

B737_291_1401 Boeing 737-322 N394UA

162

B737_291_1401 Boeing 737-322 N394UA

163

B737_291_1441 Boeing 737-322 N308UA

164

B737_291_1441 Boeing 737-322 N308UA

165

B737_291_1441 Boeing 737-322 N308UA

166

B737_291_1626 Boeing 737 (unknown tail number)

167

B737_291_1626 Boeing 737 (unknown tail number)

168

B737_291_1626 Boeing 737 (unknown tail number)

169

B737_292_1611 Boeing 737-322 N314UA

170

B737_292_1611 Boeing 737-322 N314UA

171

B737_292_1611 Boeing 737-322 N314UA

172

B737_292_1646 Boeing 737-322 N306UA

173

B737_292_1646 Boeing 737-322 N306UA

174

B737_292_1646 Boeing 737-322 N306UA

175

B737_292_1651 Boeing 737-322 N325UA

176

B737_292_1651 Boeing 737-322 N325UA

177

B737_292_1651 Boeing 737-322 N325UA

178

B747_289_1607 Boeing 747-430 D-ABVK

179

B747_289_1607 Boeing 747-430 D-ABVK

180

B747_289_1607 Boeing 747-430 D-ABVK

181

B747_291_1445 Boeing 747-422 N178UA

182

B747_291_1445 Boeing 747-422 N178UA

183

B747_291_1445 Boeing 747-422 N178UA

184

B747_291_1500 Boeing 747-422 N116UA

185

B747_291_1500 Boeing 747-422 N116UA

186

B747_291_1500 Boeing 747-422 N116UA

187

B747_292_1449 Boeing 747-422 N116UA

188

B747_292_1449 Boeing 747-422 N116UA

189

B747_292_1449 Boeing 747-422 N116UA

190

B747_292_1515 Boeing 747-422 N176UA

191

B747_292_1515 Boeing 747-422 N176UA

192

B747_292_1515 Boeing 747-422 N176UA

193

B747_292_1612 Boeing 747-430SCD D-ABTC

194

B747_292_1612 Boeing 747-430SCD D-ABTC

195

B747_292_1612 Boeing 747-430SCD D-ABTC

196

B747_292_1741 Boeing 747-436 G-CIVO

197

B747_292_1741 Boeing 747-436 G-CIVO

198

B747_292_1741 Boeing 747-436 G-CIVO

199

B757_289_1553 Boeing 757-222 N541UA

200

B757_289_1553 Boeing 757-222 N541UA

201

B757_289_1553 Boeing 757-222 N541UA

202

B757_289_1559 Boeing 757-232 N661DN

203

B757_289_1559 Boeing 757-232 N661DN

204

B757_289_1559 Boeing 757-232 N661DN

205

B757_291_1609 Boeing 757-222 N587UA

206

B757_291_1609 Boeing 757-222 N587UA

207

B757_291_1609 Boeing 757-222 N587UA

208

B767_289_1554 Boeing 767-323/ER EI-CRL

209

B767_289_1554 Boeing 767-323/ER EI-CRL

210

B767_289_1554 Boeing 767-323/ER EI-CRL

211

B767_289_1613 Boeing 767-322 N656UA

212

B767_289_1613 Boeing 767-322 N656UA

213

B767_289_1613 Boeing 767-322 N656UA

214

B767_291_1439 Boeing 767-322 N662UA

215

B767_291_1439 Boeing 767-322 N662UA

216

B767_291_1439 Boeing 767-322 N662UA

217

B767_291_1443 Boeing 767-322 N644UA

218

B767_291_1443 Boeing 767-322 N644UA

219

B767_291_1443 Boeing 767-322 N644UA

220

B767_292_1446 Boeing 767-322 N647UA

221

B767_292_1446 Boeing 767-322 N647UA

222

B767_292_1446 Boeing 767-322 N647UA

223

B767_292_1457 Boeing 767-322 N658UA

224

B767_292_1457 Boeing 767-322 N658UA

225

B767_292_1457 Boeing 767-322 N658UA

226

B767_292_1513 Boeing 767-322 N644UA

227

B767_292_1513 Boeing 767-322 N644UA

228

B767_292_1513 Boeing 767-322 N644UA

229

B777_289_1601 Boeing 777-222 N777UA

230

B777_289_1601 Boeing 777-222 N777UA

231

B777_289_1601 Boeing 777-222 N777UA

232

B777_289_1614 Boeing 777-222 N775UA

233

B777_289_1614 Boeing 777-222 N775UA

234

B777_289_1614 Boeing 777-222 N775UA

235

B777_291_1359 Boeing 777-236/ER G-YMMJ

236

B777_291_1359 Boeing 777-236/ER G-YMMJ

237

B777_291_1359 Boeing 777-236/ER G-YMMJ

238

B777_291_1452 Boeing 777-222 N781UA

239

B777_291_1452 Boeing 777-222 N781UA

240

B777_291_1452 Boeing 777-222 N781UA

241

B777_291_1507 Boeing 777-222 N779UA

242

B777_291_1507 Boeing 777-222 N779UA

243

B777_291_1507 Boeing 777-222 N779UA

244

B777_291_1606 Boeing 777-222 N771UA

245

B777_291_1606 Boeing 777-222 N771UA

246

B777_291_1606 Boeing 777-222 N771UA

247

B777_292_1503 Boeing 777-222 N779UA

248

B777_292_1503 Boeing 777-222 N779UA

249

B777_292_1503 Boeing 777-222 N779UA

250

B777_292_1508 Boeing 777-222 N778UA

251

B777_292_1508 Boeing 777-222 N778UA

252

B777_292_1508 Boeing 777-222 N778UA

253

B777_292_1512 Boeing 777-222 N776UA

254

B777_292_1512 Boeing 777-222 N776UA

255

B777_292_1512 Boeing 777-222 N776UA

256

BMB600_290_0843 Bombardier CL-600 N673BR

257

BMB600_290_0843 Bombardier CL-600 N673BR

258

BMB600_290_0843 Bombardier CL-600 N673BR

259

BMB600_290_0856 Bombardier CL-600 N708BR

260

BMB600_290_0856 Bombardier CL-600 N708BR

261

BMB600_290_0856 Bombardier CL-600 N708BR

262

BMB600_290_0857 Bombardier CL-600 N677BR

263

BMB600_290_0857 Bombardier CL-600 N677BR

264

BMB600_290_0857 Bombardier CL-600 N677BR

265

BMB600_290_0859 Bombardier CL-600 N706BR

266

BMB600_290_0859 Bombardier CL-600 N706BR

267

BMB600_290_0859 Bombardier CL-600 N706BR

268

BMB600_290_0903 Bombardier CL-600 N651BR

269

BMB600_290_0903 Bombardier CL-600 N651BR

270

BMB600_290_0903 Bombardier CL-600 N651BR

271

MD80_290_0821 McDonnell-Douglas DC-9-31 N1334U

272

MD80_290_0821 McDonnell-Douglas DC-9-31 N1334U

273

MD80_290_0821 McDonnell-Douglas DC-9-31 N1334U

274

MD80_292_1500 McDonnell-Douglas DC-9-82 N70401

275

MD80_292_1500 McDonnell-Douglas DC-9-82 N70401

276

MD80_292_1500 McDonnell-Douglas DC-9-82 N70401

